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To address the first concern, the authors do agree that analyzing these
data at each individual spinal level or segmental groups (C1-C4,
C5 T1 and so on) would result in very useful information. However,
we do not have enough data at each level or when grouped by levels
to achieve reasonable statistical power.
Second, although it is true that the intraclass correlation

coefficient (ICC) uses inter-subject variability, it is not a measure
of it. It relates the variability among raters (that is, agreement) to
the inter-subject variability in the form of a ratio. We believe this is
a more appropriate way of ‘adjusting’ the absolute agreement than
that used by the kappa statistic. The kappa statistic uses an arbitrary
‘chance agreement’ formula to adjust the absolute agreement
regardless of the individual experimental variability.
Finally, it is well established that the kappa coefficient and the

intra-class correlation are equivalent indices for inter- and intra-
rater reliability. Although kappa is sometimes preferred for simple
experimental designs, an analysis of variance (ANOVA) for repeated
measures was necessary for this experiment. Repeated measures of
each patient require the estimation of the within-subject covariance
structure. Kappa could not accommodate this design. The analysis of
repeated measures of nominal and ordinal data in this experiment
further required the transformation of the data into normalized
ranks before analysis. In this way, it was possible to use ANOVA
methodology for categorical data. Please see references below.
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